Citizen Resolution # 411822

(For Hearing Officer completion)

End the sale of lead core billets to save our eagles

Every year eagles are poisoned by lead core bullets. Eagles are carrion feeders and eat dead animals, which at times are animals who have been shot but not removed for a variety of reasons. Wildlife rehab centers see a marked increase in cases during fall and early winter coinciding with hunting season. There are alternatives to lead core bullets and hunters should use those instead. If we stop the sales of lead core bullets that fit into hunting guns this will reduce the casualties from lead poisoning. Eagles are important to people of Wisconsin and are a symbol of our country.

Will you support the ending of sales of lead core bullets that are used for hunting purposes?
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Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31-19.39, Wis. Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will only be used by the Department for administrative purposes.

Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.